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David French warns of the potential dangers to the country—and the world—if we don’t summon
the courage to reconcile our political differences.Two decades into the 21st Century, the U.S. is
less united than at any time in our history since the Civil War. We are more diverse in our beliefs
and culture than ever before. But red and blue states, secular and religious groups, liberal and
conservative idealists, and Republican and Democratic representatives all have one thing in
common: each believes their distinct cultures and liberties are being threatened by an escalating
violent opposition. This polarized tribalism, espoused by the loudest, angriest fringe extremists
on both the left and the right, dismisses dialogue as appeasement; if left unchecked, it could
very well lead to secession.An engaging mix of cutting edge research and fair-minded analysis,
Divided We Fall is an unblinking look at the true dimensions and dangers of this widening
ideological gap, and what could happen if we don't take steps toward bridging it. French reveals
chilling, plausible scenarios of how the United States could fracture into regions that will not only
weaken the country but destabilize the world.But our future is not written in stone. By
implementing James Madison’s vision of pluralism—that all people have the right to form
communities representing their personal values—we can prevent oppressive factions from
seizing absolute power and instead maintain everyone’s beliefs and identities across all fifty
states.Reestablishing national unity will require the bravery to commit ourselves to embracing
qualities of kindness, decency, and grace towards those we disagree with ideologically. French
calls on all of us to demonstrate true tolerance so we can heal the American divide. If we want to
remain united, we must learn to stand together again.

"In his admirably measured book Divided We Fall, French convincingly argues that polarization
is putting America on a perilous path to disunion." ―James Kirchick, New York Times Book
Review"French makes a powerful case that the country could be heading toward
dissolution―not so much a hot civil war as a bitter domestic cold war leading to an acrimonious
divorce through secession." ―Jonah Goldberg, The Dispatch"World Magazine's 'Understanding
America Book of the Year.' The United States is more polarized than at any time since the Civil
War. The highly discussed book that best recognizes that―and proposes what to do―is David
French’s Divided We Fall: America’s Secession Threat and How To Restore Our Nation." ―World
Magazine"French laments conspiracy-minded rhetoric from both the right and the left in this
incisive examination of contemporary political polarization. This well-informed and often moving
account provides an antidote to the ills of political partisanship." ―Publishers Weekly"[French is]
not calling on us to agree―just to continue disagreeing without destroying ourselves." ―Carlos
Lozada, Washington Post"French presents a vision for how the country can come together again
and embrace national unity." ―Mackenzie Dawson, New York Post"In a season of sharp



contrasts between red and blue and with a major election looming, French’s book is a timely and
necessary read. Even those who don’t quite believe in the imminent danger of secession will
appreciate his call to renewed courage and character. He offers a timeless reminder of the
importance of justice, mercy and humility toward one another―imperfect people in an imperfect
world, still hoping for a more perfect union." ―Terri Barnes, Stars and Stripes"French's book is
important because he has his eyes fixed on the real or most fundamental problem confronting
American democracy, and because he doesn't allow himself to get sucked into or distracted by
the more superficial conflicts that feed into that problem and make it worse...deserves to be
widely read and debated among those who would help America avoid the worst of its many
possible futures." ―Damon Linker, The Week--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the
AuthorDAVID FRENCH is a senior editor of The Dispatch, a columnist at Time, a former senior
writer at National Review, an Iraq War veteran, and the co-author of several books, including
Rise of ISIS: A Threat We Can’t Ignore, a New York Times bestseller. He lives in Tennessee. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisSt.
Martin’s Press ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and
other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email updates on the author,
click .The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You
may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law.
If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please
notify the publisher at: .To Nancy. You turn ordeals into adventures and fill our family with joy.To
James Madison. May we remember that you were right.How is it possible for there to exist over
time a just and stable society of free and equal citizens, who remain profoundly divided by
reasonable religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines?—JOHN RAWLSINTRODUCTIONA
House DividedIt’s time for Americans to wake up to a fundamental reality: the continued unity of
the United States of America cannot be guaranteed. At this moment in history, there is not a
single important cultural, religious, political, or social force that is pulling Americans together
more than it is pushing us apart. We cannot assume that a continent-sized, multi-ethnic, multi-
faith democracy can remain united forever, and it will not remain united if our political class
cannot and will not adapt to an increasingly diverse and divided American public.We lack a
common popular culture. Depending on where we live and what we believe, we watch different
kinds of television, we listen to different kinds of music, and we often even watch different
sports.We increasingly live separate from each other. The number of Americans who live in so-
called landslide counties—counties where one presidential candidate wins by at least twenty
points—is at an all-time high. The geography that a person calls their home, whether it be rural,
exurban, suburban, or urban, is increasingly predictive of voting habits.We increasingly believe
different things. America is secularizing at a rapid rate, but it is still the most religious nation in
the developed world, and is set to remain so for the indefinite future. While the “religious
nones” (those with no particular religious affiliation) grow in number, many of America’s most
religiously fervent denominations are growing as well, some rapidly. Moreover, America’s secular
and religious citizens are increasingly concentrated in different parts of the country,
supplementing geographic separation with religious separation.We increasingly loathe our
political opponents. The United States is in the grip of a phenomenon called “negative
polarization.” In plain English this means that a person belongs to their political party not so
much because they like their own party but because they hate and fear the other side.
Republicans don’t embrace Republican policies so much as they despise Democrats and
Democratic policies. Democrats don’t embrace Democratic policies as much as they vote to
defend themselves from Republicans. At this point, huge majorities actively dislike their political
opponents and significant minorities see them as possessing subhuman
characteristics.Moreover, each of these realities is set to get worse. Absent unforeseen
developments, the present trends are self-reinforcing. Clustering is feeding extremism,
extremism is feeding anger, and anger is feeding fear. The class of Americans who care the
most about politics is, perversely enough, the class of Americans most likely to make negative



misjudgments about their fellow citizens. Our political and cultural leaders are leading us
apart.Given this reality, why should we presume that our nation is immune from the same cultural
and historical forces that have caused disunion in this nation before and in other nations
countless times?I’m writing this book from a unique position. For the first time in my life, I’m a
man without a party. I have no “tribe.” And I must confess that it has opened my eyes. I see things
differently than I used to, and I understand the perspective of my political opponents better than I
did before.For a long time you didn’t have to convince me of the problems with the American left.
As a Christian conservative lawyer, I dedicated much of my professional life to protecting free
speech and religious freedom. I’ve been a pro-life activist my entire adult life. In 1992, I formed a
pro-life student group at Harvard Law School, and I’ve been writing, speaking, fundraising, and
litigating to protect unborn children ever since.I filed my first constitutional case more than
twenty years ago. I represented my local church in a dispute with our local zoning board and was
grateful to win a victory that launched a litigation career that took me into federal courts from
coast to coast. But I wasn’t just a civil liberties lawyer; I was a proud Republican. I bought the
whole package—or what I thought was the package.Ronald Reagan was the first president I
truly followed, and to my young mind he wasn’t just right on the issues, he inspired me. He
appealed to my highest ideals. He asked us to be our best selves. No, I didn’t think he was
perfect—even my young teen self could see that he was human, and like all humans, he had
profound flaws. No politician is perfect. But between Reagan and the first President Bush, a
brave and decent man who led by example, I believed I understood the leadership model for the
Republican Party. The GOP didn’t just share my political values, it shared my moral values. It was
the party of good (but imperfect) people and good (but imperfect) ideas.In the 1990s, I believed
the distinctions between Republican and Democrat sharpened. I had seen the Democrats more
charitably, as people of good character but flawed ideas. Then I watched, utterly appalled, as the
Democrats circled the wagons around Bill Clinton. He was a liar. He was an adulterer. Women
came forward to accuse him of sexual misconduct so severe that Democrats would have
demanded that any Republican facing such accusations resign. There was even strong
evidence that he was guilty of rape—yet there he was, basking in the roar of the Democratic
crowds, behaving like a rock star at the 2000 Democratic National Convention, even after the
sordid details of the worst claims against him had been aired all over national television.Yes, I
could see that multiple Republicans faced their own sex scandals. Newt Gingrich was having his
own affair even as Republicans pursued Clinton, for example. But I possessed the normal
partisan mind. The normal partisan is able to see flaws on his own side—only a fanatic is totally
blind to their side’s faults—but he sees them as exceptional. Flaws on the other side, by
contrast, are emblematic. They’re a “tell,” providing evidence of the underlying ideological or
moral rot of your opponents.When confronted by wrongdoing in his own tribe, the normal
partisan indignantly turns to the media and to their fellow citizens and demands, “Don’t judge us
by the crazy few.” And then, just as indignantly, he looks at the worst actors from across the aisle
and says, “Look at what your ideas cause. Look at what they’re really like. The mask has



slipped.”Moreover, partisans know their own narratives intimately. We believe our own stories.
And my story was that I was a son of the New South—the region that had turned the page on its
racist past. Yes, voting was still divided between black and white, but this time the white vote was
about the Cold War, about faith, and about economics. The race wars were over, the culture war
was under way, and it was only a matter of time before our Christian African American brothers
and sisters recognized that reality and began to separate from their secular, progressive
allies.It’s not that I believed my opponents were evil. In fact, I zealously defended the civil
liberties of my political opponents. I believed then (and still believe) that the blessings of liberty
accrue to all Americans, and the rights of my political opponents are every bit as precious as the
rights of my political allies. Yet nothing truly shook my deep conviction that the GOP was just
better. It was the party of better people and better ideas. It was the party of my friends and
neighbors, and my friends and neighbors were people I loved and often admired.My political
opponents, by contrast, I saw as increasingly angry—increasingly unhinged at the extremes—
and dangerous for the long-term health of the republic. I believed that even when my progressive
friends were sterling individuals in their personal and professional lives, their political ideas were
deeply misguided, and their bad ideas were leading to bad outcomes for America.By the middle
of the second George W. Bush administration, I was so deeply entrenched in partisanship that
shortly before I deployed to Iraq (I was then a captain in the Army Reserve) in 2007, I gave a
speech at a conservative conference where I actually made this ridiculous statement: “I believe
the two greatest threats to America are university leftism at home and jihadism abroad, and I feel
called to fight both.”Then I went to war. And now I’m ashamed of those words.It’s one thing to
understand intellectually William Tecumseh Sherman’s observation that “war is hell.” It’s another
thing entirely to see it up close. Let me be clear: I served as a JAG officer (Army lawyer) for an
armored cavalry regiment. I am not in any way comparing my service to the cavalry scouts and
armor officers who went outside the wire every day, facing IEDs, mortars, and snipers. But I lost
friends. I felt the tension of driving across uncleared roads deep into enemy-held territory. I know
what it’s like to patrol through hostile towns and villages.And I saw what one human being can
do to another. The atrocities were horrifying. I watched a DVD that was left in the dust of an
empty village, a DVD featuring al Qaeda terrorists beheading innocent women and cheering like
they’d scored a soccer goal even as they sawed off their heads. We received a report of a man
who placed a bomb in his unwitting nephew’s backpack and remotely detonated it at his own
brother’s wedding. In one awful incident, a terrorist shot a three-month-old baby to death in front
of its mother, then shot the mother as she cradled her son’s body in her arms.Our area of
operations was known for a time as the female suicide bombing capital of the world. Terrorists
would “recruit” young women to transform themselves into bombs by raping them, thus
“shaming” them (in their perverted worldview) so profoundly that only by martyring themselves
could they receive redemption.As I interacted with Iraqi police officers, soldiers, and translators,
there were two things I noticed about the hatred that was then dominating Iraqi life. First, each
side had its own substantially true narrative of grievance and atrocity. For every single example



of Shiite violence, one could muster up a story of Sunni viciousness. And while it was absolutely
correct that Saddam Hussein had brutally repressed the Shiite population, by 2007 the Shiite
militias had made it abundantly clear that they could give as good as they got.Second, the
conflict itself thus became reason enough for sustaining the conflict. While the combatants may
have had some sense of the ultimate policy differences in a Sunni- or Shiite-dominated Iraq, as
a general rule the motive for the fight was much more primal—those horrible people cannot be
permitted to win. The person who killed a brother, son, mother, or uncle had to die. It’s trite to say
“violence begets violence,” but it’s quite often simply true. When a militia slaughters a family
member, it’s human to seek vengeance. Across the scope of human history it’s normal to seek
vengeance. The aberration is the modern embrace of the rule of law and the shedding of
revenge for justice.But in spite of the rage and violence, by September 2008, we believed we’d
prevailed. After years of blood-soaked civil war and counterinsurgency, al Qaeda in Iraq seemed
to be a broken, spent force. We routed it from our area of operations, and I watched with my own
eyes as the province seemed to stir back to life. Markets returned. Villages repopulated.What
was one sign of our success? When we’d arrived in November 2007, we’d flown into our base,
as al Qaeda largely controlled the roads, and driving risked unacceptable losses. In late
September 2008, when my unit left, it drove out, confident that it could cross the province
unmolested. In November 2007, any given mission had faced a 25 percent chance of enemy
contact. That meant a one-in-four chance of an IED strike, sniper attack, ambush, or mortar
barrage. By the next September—after months of hard, costly fighting—the chances of an attack
had dropped to as low as 1 percent.I landed back in the United States later that month in a
nation that seemed to be moving in the opposite direction from Iraq. The Iraqi nation seemed to
be reviving. America was sliding toward an economic disaster. Lehman Brothers had filed for
bankruptcy just a few short days before, the stock market was in chaos, and an angry public was
so weary of war that most Americans didn’t seem to know or care that we’d turned the tide.Then,
on one of the first days back at my civilian job (I worked as a senior counsel for a Christian public
interest law firm), one of my colleagues—a young rising star in Christian conservative ranks—
invited me to join an “urgent conference call.” He described it as a call that could “change the
course of history.”I’m no fan of conference calls, but with that billing, how could I refuse? So, at
the appointed time, I joined the call and learned its purpose—to discuss filing litigation that was
supposed to ultimately prove that Barack Obama was a Kenyan and (likely) a Muslim and not
constitutionally qualified to be president of the United States. I hung up the phone.That call was
jolting. I knew several people on the line. I had never before thought of them as our “crazies”—
the weirdos who populate the fringes of every movement. Yet in my daily life I just kept meeting
more people like them—respectable individuals from all walks of professional life who were
convinced that Obama wasn’t truly American. For years, I mocked the 9/11 “truthers,” the
(mostly) Democratic cohort who believed “Bush knew” about the attack on the World Trade
Center, the people who believed 9/11 was an “inside job.”Suddenly I found myself around the
Obama “birthers,” and I kept trying to convince myself that they were an irrelevant fringe, that



they did not reflect the true nature of the conservative movement. After all, their most prominent
public advocate was Donald Trump, and he was a reality television star. Who listened to him?My
time in Iraq had changed me. It had also educated me. It changed my regard for my fellow
citizens, especially my political opponents. If I had been willing to die for them while wearing the
uniform of my country, why should I regard them as mortal enemies today? Wrong on the law
and on policy, yes. But a threat to the country in the way I’d framed them before I went to war?
No. Absolutely not. It was my responsibility to prioritize their liberty, prosperity, and human
flourishing every bit as much as I prioritized those virtues for members of my own political
tribe.But I found myself woefully out of step with the times. My partisan polarization was
decreasing just as years of cultural, religious, and geographic separation began to bear their
bitter fruit. By 2016, the Republican Party I’d grown up in was barely recognizable to me. The
party I perceived to be a party of hope had clearly become a party of rage. Concern about the
course of American law, politics, and culture had become alarm, and alarm in some quarters
turned to panic.I heard the same comments time and time again: “If Hillary wins, America is
over.” Or “If Hillary wins, America is a socialist country.” Or “If Hillary wins, we’ll lose the
Constitution.” In September 2016, a man named Michael Anton wrote one of the most influential
essays in modern politics. It was influential not because it was intellectually or morally sound but
because it captured (and, crucially, rationalized) the spirit of the moment.Called “The Flight 93
Election,” it appeared in the prestigious Claremont Review of Books. It began memorably: “2016
is the Flight 93 election: charge the cockpit or you die.” For Anton, the situation was so dire that
you could figuratively charge the cockpit and still die—the country was so far gone that Trump
might not be able to save it—but, in Anton’s words, “a Hillary Clinton presidency is Russian
Roulette with a semi-auto. With Trump, at least you can spin the cylinder and take your
chances.”1Against the background of an emergency that grave, failure to join with Trump wasn’t
just a betrayal of the party, it was a betrayal of the nation itself. The people who opposed Trump
were hurting America, and if those people were Republican or conservative, then they weren’t
just wrong like Democrats are wrong—they were traitors to the cause. They were stabbing the
GOP in the back. The name Benedict Arnold re-entered American discourse.But I knew that
mindset already. I had seen it inflicted on my friends. I had seen it inflicted on my family.
Beginning in 2015, when I began publicly critiquing Trump and his allies, my family was targeted
by the so-called alt-right, online white nationalists who were fierce Trump supporters.My
youngest daughter is black, adopted from Ethiopia, and the alt-right took pictures of her seven-
year-old face and Photoshopped her into a gas chamber, with Trump Photoshopped in an SS
uniform, pushing the button to kill her. Her face was Photoshopped into old images of slaves
working the fields of the Old South. My wife was accused of having sex with “black bucks” while I
was deployed to Iraq, and I was called a “cuck,” a racialized term that refers to a type of
pornography in which a white man watches a black man have sex with his white wife.Hundreds
of horrifying messages filled my Twitter feed, but the harassment didn’t stay on Twitter. Alt-right
trolls found my wife’s blog and filled the comments section with images of dead and dying



African Americans. She was threatened via email, and in one bizarre moment a person hacked
into a phone call with her elderly father and began screaming profanities at her and berating her
about Donald Trump.This was a small slice of a massive online onslaught against Trump critics.
My friend Ben Shapiro was targeted with an avalanche of vile anti-Semitic attacks. By the end of
the campaign, virtually any conservative Trump critic with any kind of meaningful platform could
tell stories of racist, anti-Semitic, or other profane attacks.And while the alt-right was fringe, the
wider Republican public accepted and sometimes even cheered behavior that was beyond the
pale. Whether responding to Trump’s proposed Muslim ban, the Access Hollywood tape that
recorded Trump bragging that he grabbed women by the genitals, Trump’s extraordinary attacks
on Mexican immigrants, Trump’s praise of Vladimir Putin, or the women who came forward—
often with corroborating evidence—accusing Trump of sexual harassment or sexual assault,
there was a constant rationalization: support Trump, even with all his flaws, to save our nation.By
the midpoint of the Trump presidency, left and right were locked in a culture war so intense that
even basic virtues like civility and decency were scorned. On the left, radicals mocked civility as
“respectability politics.” On the right, Trump apologists declared that in the face of the present
emergency, decency was a “secondary” value. And like a (thankfully) milder version of the two
sides of the Iraq War, both sides could recount a litany of moral atrocities, from actual acts of
violence to online outrages and political perfidy.The two competing narratives began to take
clear shape. The left looks at the GOP and offers a critique that flows from the racial conflicts
and racial divisiveness of the worst days in American history. From this perspective, a shrinking
white Christian population, steeped in historical privilege, is lashing out as America becomes
more racially and religiously diverse. The very man who most denied the legitimacy of the
nation’s first black president now leads a coalition of voters that is at best indifferent to racial
justice and at worst outright racist. His own explicitly racist comments only seem to anchor his
support in an angry white community.In this narrative, these same voters are granted outsized
power by the quirks of America’s white-supremacy-stained constitutional past. Thanks to the
Electoral College and the Senate, an angry minority governs from the White House. An angry
minority has a hammerlock on the Senate. In states across the nation, they use temporary
majorities to try to engineer permanent control through gerrymandering and voter suppression.
Thus, even if a majority of Americans demand change, they cannot obtain it, and as the GOP
opposition to Merrick Garland demonstrated, not even a clean and clear presidential victory
could guarantee the president’s Supreme Court nominee so much as a hearing.Even worse,
continues the left’s narrative, the angry white minority is inflicting cruelty as policy. How could a
party that fashions itself as pro-life and pro-family endorse policies that led to mandatory family
separation at the border? How could they look at themselves in the mirror as agents of the state
ripped children from their mothers’ arms?Right-wing intolerance breeds cruelty, and it also
breeds violence. Anger at necessary social change is spilling over into outright racism,
homophobia, and Islamophobia online and in political rhetoric. And in some cases angry men
are taking their rage into the real world, massacring worshippers in South Carolina and



Pittsburgh, gunning down Latinos in an El Paso Walmart, committing a terror attack in
Charlottesville, and inflicting violent hate on racial, religious, and sexual minorities in
communities from coast to coast.Compounding it all, the left’s argument continues, the angry
right elected an angry man, and then stubbornly defended him even as he was caught, time and
again, in overt lies and obvious abuses of power. The same party that once impeached a man
for lying about sex locked arms to defend a man who orchestrated a criminal scheme to pay
hush money to a porn star, ran a political campaign that eagerly sought help from a hostile
foreign power, and then—once in office—tried to force a desperate and dependent ally, the
vulnerable nation of Ukraine, to engage in a politically motivated investigation of one of the
president’s chief domestic political opponents.If you see these facts, the narrative concludes,
how can you not be alarmed? Isn’t it necessary to view your political opponents as dangerous?
Isn’t it foolish to believe they mean well?The right has a competing narrative, one rooted in faith,
history, and the nature of the American founding. It begins simply: They hate us, they lie about
us, and they use all the instruments of their power to deprive us of our rights and even to deprive
us of our jobs and economic opportunities. The left’s message is clear—conform or lose your
livelihood.Even worse, in the name of social justice and so-called reproductive freedom, they
have legalized killing on a mass scale. In the years since the unelected Supreme Court read a
right to abortion into a Constitution that’s utterly silent about the topic, tens of millions of innocent
children have died in the womb. And leftists are fanatics about “the right to choose,” resisting
even the most modest attempts to restrict the deadly practice and even sometimes using their
economic power to sanction states that resist.According to the right’s narrative, the left tramples
individual liberty. In the name of “tolerance,” they restrict free speech. In the name of “justice,”
they limit due process. In the name of “peace,” they seek to limit the fundamental human and
constitutional right of self-defense.They will use any means necessary to accomplish their goals.
If they have a social media account, they’ll shame and humiliate you online. If they own a
company, they’ll impose economic punishments on states, cities, and towns—even as they’re
happy to do business with truly oppressive regimes like China or Saudi Arabia. If they run a
university, they’ll openly discriminate against conservative and Christian students and faculty.
They’ll harass people in restaurants. They’ll harass people at movie theaters. They’ll harass
people at home.Leftist anger breeds violence, continues this narrative. Remember the flames in
Ferguson, Baltimore, and Charlotte? Remember the police officers ambushed in Dallas and
Baton Rouge? Did you see antifa beating journalists? And who can forget the angry leftist who
almost changed history with his attempted massacre of Republican congressmen on a Virginia
baseball field?And now they disrespect the constitutional order. They abused the
counterintelligence surveillance powers to obtain a warrant against a former campaign aide,
they used a fake dossier full of Russian disinformation to spread conspiracy theories and
undermine public trust in the president, and then they rushed to impeach that same president for
—at worst—a minor diplomatic mistake, one that was ultimately corrected before any harm was
done. Oh, and they rushed to impeach after years before locking arms to defend a Democratic



president after he was caught red-handed committing the federal crime of perjury and the
federal crime of obstruction of justice. If it weren’t for double standards, they’d have no standards
at all.If you see these facts, the right’s narrative concludes, how can you not be alarmed? Isn’t it
necessary to view your political opponents as dangerous? Isn’t it foolish to believe they mean
well?Note that each narrative is supported by a number of actual facts (mixed with distortions
and exaggerations). Partisans are describing things that actually occur, are actually terrible, and
cause real fear and harm. Black and Jewish Americans have been massacred in houses of
worship. A left-wing political terrorist did try to assassinate GOP members of Congress. And the
lesser violations have happened as well. The question, however, isn’t whether these things
occurred but rather whether they represent a true expression (or logical outcome) of your
political and cultural opponents’ motives, character, and actions.At the core of each narrative is
the burning conviction that the other side doesn’t just want its opponents to lose political races,
but rather wishes for them to exist in a state of permanent, dangerous (perhaps even deadly)
subordination. And, really, if you’re steeped in your own side’s narrative, shouldn’t your opponent
not just lose but also be cast down from American politics and culture? Why should you tolerate
such hate? Why should you respect their institutions and their autonomy? One does not respect
evil. One defeats evil. Justice requires nothing less.The point of this book is not to adjudicate the
competing narratives of left and right. Indeed, the effort is both futile and counterproductive. This
book is not intended as yet another sledgehammer for right to use against left or left to use
against right. The point of this book is to help the reader to understand these competing
narratives and to warn against the product of their inexorable and relentless spread through the
American body politic.I grew up in rural America, I’ve lived in the heart of Trump country. I’ve
lived in America’s bluest precincts. I’m no longer a Republican. I’m not a Democrat. And I’m in
neither tribe in large part because I feel that I understand both, and I believe both tribes can and
must rediscover a sense of shared community and shared citizenship. But I don’t think it’s
inevitable that they will. Simply put, we now face a renewed threat to our national unity. We’re
stumbling into the very state of being that James Madison addressed in Federalist No. 10: the
“violence of faction.”To understand how to go forward, we must go back—to the wisdom of the
Founders, men who knew that factions could tear America apart and conceived (at least in
theory) of a solution that must resonate today.A faction, Madison argued, is a “number of
citizens” who are “united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest,
adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the
community.” Each side of our current divide would look at that definition and emphatically identify
their opponents as adverse to their rights and to their communities.Each side looks at the other
and sees a threat that transcends normal political difficulties. While we still fight over
conventional policy differences, the threat feels greater. The narrative of conflict transcends
economic growth rates and gross domestic product. It transcends welfare policy or trade policy.
The narrative of conflict is grounded in exactly the identities that have split nations and
destroyed empires—race, religion, and ethnicity. It’s grounded in tribalism.And how does the



body politic deal with a faction? By either removing its causes or controlling its effects. Removing
its causes is perilous. According to Madison, one could remove its causes either “by destroying
the liberty which is essential to its existence” or by “giving to every citizen the same opinions, the
same passions, and the same interests.”The first remedy is oppressive, “worse than the
disease,” in Madison’s words. “Liberty is to faction what air is to fire,” he says, “an aliment without
which it instantly expires.” The observation that free speech gives life to and spreads hateful
thoughts is the argument for a speech code. Extinguish the hateful speech, and you’ll extinguish
the hate. But Madison understands that extinguishing liberty has costs: “It could not be less folly
to abolish liberty, which is essential to political life, because it nourishes faction, than it would be
to wish the annihilation of air, which is essential to animal life, because it imparts to fire its
destructive agency.”The second remedy, uniformity, is impossible. As Madison observed, “As
long as the reason of man continues fallible, and he is at liberty to exercise it, different opinions
will be formed.” In fact, the “latent causes of faction” are “sown into the nature of man.”How then
does a functioning nation manage the challenge of faction? Madison has the answer—pluralism.
A broad diversity of interests and groups across a federal union helps prevent any one interest
or group from attaining dangerous dominance. In his words, “The increased variety of parties
comprised within the Union, increase this security.” He writes, “The influence of factious leaders
may kindle a flame within their particular States, but will be unable to spread a general
conflagration through the other States. A religious sect may degenerate into a political faction in
a part of the Confederacy; but the variety of sects dispersed over the entire face of it must
secure the national councils against any danger from that source.”In other words, the faction still
enjoys liberty. It can still “kindle a flame.” But the very existence of a robust republic consisting of
different, competing communities and sects acts as an antibody against oppression. Thus, one
of the core projects of a healthy American constitutional republic is to protect not just individual
liberty, but the federalism and freedom of voluntary association that allow a multiplicity of groups
and communities to flourish.That’s the great genius inherent in James Madison’s crowning glory,
the Bill of Rights. And the jewel in that crown is one of the greatest single sentences in the
history of the English language, the First Amendment. It reads: “Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances.”We tend to think of the First Amendment as
primarily protecting individual liberty, but it’s a mistake to underestimate its vital role in protecting
the right of association, the right to form groups and communities that reflect and advance your
fundamental values. And it’s this right of voluntary association that is the lifeblood of true
pluralism. Its message to Americans of all races, religions, creeds, and sexual orientations is
clear: Not only do you have a place in this society, it is a place secured even against the
oppression of hostile majorities. You and your community can thrive in this American republic.It’s
fashionable in modern times to emphasize the homogeneity of the Founders and the founding
American states. Landowning white Christians governed the colonies, led the Revolution, and



wrote the Constitution. Yet this modern view dramatically underestimates the true diversity of the
founding. Think of the eastern seaboard of the new nation. Running from north to south were
colonies that represented the profound religious differences of the new nation. There were
puritans in Massachusetts, religious dissenters in Rhode Island, Quakers in Pennsylvania,
Catholics in Maryland, and Anglicans in Virginia.The very existence of these different
communities was evidence of the fractiousness of the western Christian world. Many were the
descendants of religious refugees from Europe. Rhode Island was founded by Roger Williams, a
victim of religious intolerance in Massachusetts. The different sects represented many of the
combatants in the Wars of Religion, arguably the most devastating conflicts on the European
continent before the modern world wars.The First Amendment’s twin religious freedom
guarantees—the guarantee of free exercise of religion and the guarantee of freedom from an
established church—worked together to protect the theology, values, and autonomy of distinct
religious communities. The preservation of those guarantees within the Constitution, immune
from repeal in the absence of extraordinary political supermajorities, gave minorities a degree of
protection from the push and pull of politics. No matter the outcome of an election, the rights and
liberties of greatest import remained intact, and thus so could minority communities.Moving
beyond religion, the First Amendment also protects civil society itself, the formation of groups
and associations that have traditionally provided Americans with a profound level of meaning
and purpose. Alexis de Tocqueville’s famous passage in Democracy in America is worth
remembering:Americans of all ages, all conditions, all minds constantly unite. Not only do they
have commercial and industrial associations in which all take part, but they also have a
thousand other kinds: religious, moral, grave, futile, very general and very particular, immense
and very small; Americans use associations to give fêtes, to found seminaries, to build inns, to
raise churches, to distribute books, to send missionaries to the antipodes; in this manner they
create hospitals, prisons, schools. Finally, if it is a question of bringing to light a truth or
developing a sentiment with the support of a great example, they associate. Everywhere that, at
the head of a new undertaking, you see the government in France and a great lord in England,
count on it that you will perceive an association in the United States.Note the contrast. In the
United States, the people form associations—associations protected by the supreme law of the
land. The energy comes from the bottom up. In England and France, it came from the top
down.Make no mistake, the ideals of the American founding far outstripped the reality of
American life. Madison, one of the fathers of American pluralism and the author of the Bill of
Rights, owned slaves. Thomas Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Independence—the
man who wrote the words, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness”—owned slaves.Slavery was our nation’s original
sin, though it was hardly our only sin. But we also know that the Founders and the founding
documents created the inherent tension between America’s ideals and America’s sins, and
we’ve seen Madison’s pluralism bear fruit. When the variety of parties increases—when more



voices are heard—the power of the most dangerous faction (or of any faction) decreases.
Consider the sheer number of additional communities who’ve powered their way into American
pluralism, so often by noting and amplifying the contrasts between America’s ideals and
America’s sins.The tide is turning, however. American civil society is retreating, and as American
civil society retreats, politics surges to take its place. Healthy pluralism, whereby citizens find
meaning in their communities and civic associations secure in the knowledge that the body
politic will ultimately protect their autonomy, is in decline. It’s being replaced by an increasingly
bitter factionalism. The civic energy identified by de Tocqueville is fading, and the reliance on the
government or the “great lord” (in this case, the president specifically or the federal government
more broadly) is increasing.To say this is not to break new ground. In books such as Robert
Putnam’s Bowling Alone, Charles Murray’s Coming Apart, Jonah Goldberg’s Suicide of the
West, and Timothy Carney’s Alienated America, one can trace the reality, causes, and
consequences of American polarization and division. The purpose of this book isn’t to repeat
those arguments. It’s instead to sound a different alarm. America was built from the ground up to
function as a pluralistic republic. It can flourish only as a pluralistic republic. And, contrary to the
beliefs of illiberal activists and intellectuals on the left and the right, America can exist only as a
liberal, pluralistic republic. By “liberal,” I do not mean Democratic or progressive but rather the
form of government that “conceive[s] humans as rights-bearing individuals who could fashion
and pursue for themselves their own version of the good life.” According to liberalism,
“opportunities for liberty [are] best afforded by a limited government devoted to ‘securing rights,’
along with a free-market economic system that [gives] space for individual initiative and
ambition.”2And make no mistake, liberalism itself is under attack. Even basic values like decency
are under attack. In the summer of 2019, I found myself in the eye of an unusual online storm in
the conservative world. The op-ed editor for the New York Post, Sohrab Ahmari, published an
essay in First Things magazine called “Against David French–ism.”3 The essay went viral,
triggering months of debate in virtually every conservative publication in America.Ahmari made
three broad arguments. First, politics was rapidly devolving to a state of “war and enmity.”
Second, in such circumstances, civility and decency were “second-order values.” Indeed, in
some circumstances they may be undesirable. And third, liberalism itself was responsible for
perceived declines in American culture. Why was I a part of this equation? Because in my
support for both civility and the liberal order (in particular, my support for civil liberties), I was
inadequate for the challenge of the times. The path of “David French–ism” was allegedly retreat
and defeat. Ahmari’s goal, by contrast, was to “fight the culture war with the aim of defeating the
enemy and enjoying the spoils in the form of a public square re-ordered to the common good
and ultimately the Highest Good.”To put things more bluntly, I recognize pluralism as a
permanent fact of American life and seek to foster a political culture that protects the autonomy
and dignity of competing American ideological and religious communities. Ahmari and many of
his allies on the right seek to sweep past pluralism to create (and impose) a new political and
moral order, one designed according to their specific moral values—and to the extent that



individual liberty conflicts with the “common good” or “Highest Good,” it must be swept
away.That’s a vision for domination, not accommodation. It’s a vision directly contrary to the spirit
of Federalist No. 10, and it’s a vision that’s ultimately unattainable. Indeed, as I’ll explain in the
pages that follow, the quest for moral, cultural, and political domination by either side of our
national divide risks splitting the nation in two (or in three or four).This book is divided into three
parts. In Part I, I describe in detail how the combination of geographic sorting, group polarization,
and individual intolerance isn’t just dividing Americans individually and collectively, it’s dividing
Americans in the ways that are most dangerous for continued national unity. Our competing red
and blue regions are geographically contiguous and culturally distinct. They’re also economically
powerful and increasingly hostile to their political competitors.They’re also, contrary to the
Madisonian vision, decreasingly autonomous and less able to chart an independent course. Just
as the nation has grown more ethnically and religiously diverse and features an increasingly
complex technology-driven economy that caters to individual choice to a degree that capitalists
of the past could scarcely imagine, our government has grown more centralized, less
democratic, and increasingly focused around one person—the president—who functionally
possesses executive, legislative, and judicial power to a degree that would shock the drafters of
the U.S. Constitution.Americans are by now tired of being told that each and every presidential
election is somehow “the most important election of our lifetimes,” but as the legal and practical
power of the president continues to grow, each and every presidential election elects the most
powerful peacetime leader in American history. It gives the leader of one faction inordinate,
unintended influence and control over all other American factions. Madison’s pluralistic
safeguards do not hold, and an increasing number of Americans then view the president as an
actual enemy, a person of awesome power who is actively trying to strip them of their liberty and
dignity.Talk of civil strife is in the air. On the right, populist writers are penning popular fictions
about a second American civil war. Serious thinkers on the left and the right produce essays
advocating various strategies for winning a “cold civil war.” This language sounds hysterical—
especially to everyday Americans who pay little attention to politics—but it is heartfelt, and it’s
amplified in the American political class in part because those who are angriest, those who are
most panicked, often tend to be the citizens most likely to be engaged in politics.In Part II of this
book, I’ll attempt to answer the incredulous critics who can’t imagine a new American secession.
I’ll chart out two scenarios for American dissolution, one based in California, the other in the
South. Each of these regions is carving out its own distinct culture and straining at current legal
and political limits to dissent from national political mandates. The scenarios I describe will be
based on presently discussed and presently debated statutes and proposed legal changes.
They imagine what will happen if a critical mass of Americans believe their liberty or safety are
irrevocably in the hands of people they perceive as hating them and despising their way of
life.It’s time for our warring tribes to understand a simple reality: that to embrace illiberalism and
intolerance is to court dissolution. At the extremes, it even risks civil war. As I said at the start of
this chapter, there is not a single important cultural, religious, political, or social force that is



pulling Americans together more than it is pushing us apart.In Part III, I discuss the solution. To
go forward, we have to go back—to the principles of Federalist No. 10. Our nation should be a
nation that sustains and nurtures “an increased variety of parties.” It should protect a legal
system and culture that in turn protect a “variety of sects dispersed over the entire face” of
continental union.
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zFacts, “Can the States Remain United?. David French is exactly the kind of person that long
ago I learned is worth listening to. He has profoundly changed his mind and landed on a more
balanced point of view. This means he has seen the world from two very different perspectives
and truly understands both.In this age of tunnel-vision politics, his book is a gift you should not
pass up.His views are guided by an exceptionally wide range of experience from constitutional
lawyer to service in Iraq, and from Evangelical Christian to having his family viciously harassed
by the alt-right for considering a run against Trump in 2016. He is well acquainted with the dregs
of racism from those targeting his adopted Ethiopian daughter.French is absolutely serious and
frighteningly convincing when he says our country might fracture … sooner than you think. He
makes that clear in Part 2, which sketches two scenarios for secession. Like all parts of this
book, he is careful to present balanced critiques of the left and right. The first scenario has
California seceding from a Republican-controlled federal government, and the second has
Texas seceding under a Democratic one. These are well done.French does not see these
outcomes as too problematic from a domestic point of view but suggests, with a much
weakened U.S. presence, they would have dire consequences for global peace.PART 1. There is
no social force “pulling Americans together more than it is pushing us apart.”The forces of
national polarization stem from geography, the culture war, and the dynamics of group
psychology. What he points to as his most important chapter explains that psychology and the
effects of group polarization.It works like this. America has sorted itself by sending all
conservatives to the GOP and all liberals to the Democratic Party. The theory of group
polarization holds that individuals in each group want to be seen as good team players, so they
adopt a slightly more extreme position than they would take on their own. Both Parties, therefore,
move toward their own extreme and the nation becomes polarized. French explains this much
more convincingly.PART 3. “So, is there hope for tolerance to break out?”Though he never quite
says it, the thought behind his solution is simply this. To keep the country from exploding, let the
would-be fragments separate just enough to reduce the divisive pressures to the point where the
states can tolerate the Union.This is one form of pluralism. Each state would have its own health-
care and gun-control policies, etc. He sees this as Madison’s Federalism, which he argues was
intended to solve exactly our sort of problem. Given his conservative leaning, it seems clear that
French would like this outcome even if it was not needed to preserve the Union. So I’m
suspicious that he may have been blinded to other, less difficult solutions. But to his credit, he
does recognize and address liberal concerns with Federalism.The Bottom Line:French’s main
hope for salvation seems to be that California could really, really want its own Single-Payer
Healthcare. “As a conservative” he “shudders.” But “As an American” he sees “a perhaps once-in-
a-decade opportunity.” California could accept the federalism he wants in order to get its own
healthcare plan. This would open the door to a new era of federalism.But a “once-in-a-decade”
long-shot dependent on California? I see little hope in that direction. French moves on to a



second possibility: “in key times great leaders have stepped forward to ... guide the nation. ...
The Founding generation is a prime example.”Throughout the book, French tells story after story
of the mean-spirited, bone-headed polarizing behaviors of both extremes (worth the price of the
book). Perhaps he intends to enlighten the moderates so they will reject extremism. He does
suggest that when things get bad enough the populace may revolt. Here I see some hope.For
additional thoughts on the source of polarization, I would suggest 
  
Why We’re Polarized

  
  
, by Ezra Klein, although in his final chapter he comes out in favor of the “negative polarization”
French hopes to curtail. For a view similar to French’s, but from the left and focused on left
polarizing behavior, may I suggest my own book, 
  
Ripped Apart

  
  
.French has packed far more into his illuminating book than I have been able to even hint at.
The chance of secession or an armed uprising is likely small. But given the dire consequences,
the least you should do is read this book, look the danger in the eye, and set your mental gears
in motion.”

Buck Klintworth, “A Call to be Better Than We Want to be. I received the book on Tuesday
evening, and I finished it Wednesday night. That in itself should be a testimony to how good the
book is (if you think I took too long to read it, I did have to sleep and go to work, after all).This is



one of the few books that I would feel comfortable recommending to friends of any political
stripe, any religious affiliation, any predisposition. It's hard to give a short summary--really, and I
don't say this lightly, it's a must-read book. But I will try to summarize one of the key points. If we
see those we disagree with as people who must be dominated, then our nation is hastening
down a path of no return, and that path leads to fracture.My review doesn't do the book justice.
It calls for a return to humanity and civility, even if we disagree with someone. Scanning the best
seller list, it's often "the other side is bad" books dominating the list. David French calls us to be
better than we want to be.”

Nancy, “Planning to buy copies for friends. I started this book late at night after I finished a book
and was not quite ready to sleep. I ended up staying awake all night because I could not stop
reading until I finished. David French makes a highly compelling case explaining the current
political divide and its potential (perhaps inevitable) consequences, and points to a way forward
that I also found highly compelling. As a progressive-leaning citizen living in a highly red state
(and even more red part of the state), I have been growing increasingly torn by the incendiary
rhetoric on both sides of the political sphere. This book enhanced my understanding of the
rhetoric on both sides and what is driving the growing animosity. Whether one agrees with the
position that a return to principled federalism rooted in the Bill of Rights and Constitution is the
ultimate solution, the call to mercy and humility in public discourse is a call that spoke to me
resoundingly. I plan to get copies into the hands of friends who have grown increasingly distant
due to our political disagreements - just to create a space for fruitful discussion. I highly
recommend this book to anyone who is reeling from the current political environment.”

Alberto Cairo Touriqo, “A good book that should be longer and deeper. I loved this book. I read it
in a single sitting. That's both a good and a bad thing.It's good because the case that French
builds is attractive: moderation, graciousness, and tolerance are in short supply these days,
precisely when they are needed the most. Even better, French practices what he preaches. His
columns in The Dispatch and other publications are so reasonable and even handed that,
maybe not surprisingly, they leave nobody completely happy and satisfied.The bad? The book
should have been longer and deeper to be truly persuasive. Maybe because I'm familiar with
French's career (and strongly disagreed with his stance on matters such as abortion) I was
expecting much more than an extended article or newsletter. He has the skill and knowledge to
write something equally readable but much more detailed and rich. If you follow him, much of the
book will sound familiar and even a bit shallow.If you don't follow him, though, this is a book for
you. It's a good intro to the thinking of a profoundly decent person. We need more like him.”
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